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Arête ERP for streamlining businesses 
Fragmented disparate systems, lack of visibility into business 
processes, poorly integrated systems – these are some of the 
most common challenges faced by enterprises trying to scale up 
operations. Many mid-sized businesses believe they can do without 
an ERP system. They believe that their operation is simple enough 
to control with a few spreadsheets. While this is a possibility, they 
are sub-optimum and short term measures that can cost you 
money and customer goodwill in the long term.

Arête ERP solution is a 360° platform that helps you connect 
and manage every aspect of your business operations with the 
decision support systems. It utilizes resources effectively, for more 
informed collaboration and decision making. Arête ERP tools 
integrate customer, business and technology with enterprises wide 
solution to ensure consistency in business processes. It improves 
productivity with management controls. Built on best of breed 
open sources, it provides you with much required edge to deal 
with increasing competition, shifting market trends, demanding 
consumers and technological advances.

Enhance your business efficiency with Arête ERP
Arête ERP adds value to your business and provides the 
competitive edge it needs. It enables businesses to eliminate 
inefficiencies, improve customer relations, facilitate real-time 
collaboration and reduce TCO. It creates the foundation for an 
efficient business.
It is –

• Comprehensive, cost-effective and a collaborative solution
• One single solution that provides a 360° view of your entire 

business
• Browser-based with user-friendly UI 

• Available with as many user licenses as required or can 
be procured as an unlimited-user license with a one-time 
investment

• Compatible with existing applications and platforms 

• Easily scalable for enterprise due to its N-tiered architecture

• Designed for seamless collaboration with distributed functions 
and geographies through Enterprise Social Network 

• Delivers high performance, availability, security and vertical and 
horizontal scalability

• Best of the open source breed enabling customers to choose 
the preferred technology 

• Capable of switching to different open source and stay 
upgraded on the technological front

• Latest Web Services & APIs that easily integrates services with 
any system





Comprehensive Arête ERP 
To provide true business value, an ERP 
solution has to be comprehensive and 
address the key functional areas of a 
business. Arête ERP is structured on 
4 crucial pillars, Strategic, Technical, 
Operational and Financial. 

The Strategic Pillar allows a 360° view of 
business function and gives you a better 
control of your business. The Technical 
Pillar defines Arête ERP as the ideal bridge 
between your business and technology 
strategies. It has the options of a managed, 
“on premise” solution or a SaaS solution 
“on the cloud” and can integrate easily with 
your stack of legacy software solutions. 
The Operational Pillar associates Arête ERP 
as one single suite of solutions for all your 
data from multiple business activities. The 
Financial Pillar includes managing inventory, 
cash flow and assets deployment in a better, 
faster and cost-effective manner. 

A team of experts with an experience in 
serving global clients, rapid implementation 
and post-installation support and training, 
Arête ERP provides businesses the 
competitive edge they need.
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Arête ERP Capabilities
Each ERP software module addresses a 
major functional area of a business. The 
key ingredient of this system is the use of 
a unified database to store data for various 
system modules. Once the ERP system is in 
place, it provides a wealth of insight and data 
to guide further process improvement, and 
the toolkit to deliver it. 

Arête ERP capabilities include:

Comprehensive 
automation, a 
360° view of 
your business

Cost-effective 
operations, 
distribution and 
storage 
management

Improved 
productivity & 
management 
control tools

Accounting/
Financial 

Management 
with QMS & 

Audit Processes



HRMS

WMS

Finance & 
Accounting

Transport 
Management

Quality 
Management

Order 
Management

SMS & Email 
Integration

Menu 
Engineering

Training

Tenant 
Management

Hospitality & 
Catering

Contracts 
Management

Asset 
Management

Project 
Management

Sales & 
CRM

Purchase 
Management

Inventory & 
Stores 

Management

Arête ERP Modules

Our Arête ERP modules enable businesses to periodically review their business processes, and 
adjust them to boost productivity and operational efficiency. They are both, economically and 
technically feasible. Our HRMS & Payroll Module helps you maintain a detailed and complete 
employee database to understand and assess employee’s capabilities in order to develop and 
retain talent. The Sales & POS Module generates layered sales reports for different parameters for 
better analysis and improvement of sales cycle. It is ideal for e-commerce POS with an easy-to-
use interface. 

The Purchase and Inventory Management Module integrates with your supply chain 
management; it automates the vendor empanelment process and streamlines procurement of 
required raw materials, packaging material, sub assembly and other non-inventory materials. The 
Production Management Module is completely dedicated to managing the production process 
from process planning and scheduling to production order control. This comprehensive module 
ensures a seamless flow of information between departments.

Quality Management Module conducts raw material check. It plans and executes quality audits 
– for products, suppliers, processes, compliance, risk, etc. It adheres to regulatory compliance 
with NCRs (Non Compliance Report) and CAPA (Corrective Action and Preventive Action) reports. 
The Transport Management Module manages your fleet with a holistic simplified view of all your 
assets. It increases efficiency of fleet through logistics management – e.g. full load, half load, type 
of parcel, type of vehicle, trip sheets, distance travelled and more. And last but not the least, the 
CRM Module records and stores all customer related interactions. It creates sales projections 
based on sales generated reports department-wise, region-wise, location-wise. It facilitates entire 
sales cycle from offer to invoice and delivery.



Genres

Retail - Trading

Manufacturing

Real Estate & 
Contracting

Government

Utilities & 
Services

Pharmaceutical

Verticals Served

The Arête Advantage 
Arête ERP solution enables businesses to have greater insight and visibility into their supply chain 
operations. Access to this key information allows them to make critical business decisions and to 
maintain a competitive edge in their industry, no matter how big or small the competition may be. 
It offers 

• Uniform view of distributed information across functions and geographies

in a standard format

• Improved inter-departmental communication and understanding of process flows

• Better informed decisions based on business insights gained

• Maximum opportunities to enhance revenues and profits

• Improved customer acquisition and retention through focused customer engagement

• Greater control over information access and analysis for increasing productivity

• Easier management of day-to-day operations

• Sharper alignment with corporate strategy and objectives through assessment

of needs and resources
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